


Vocabulary | Talking about Crime

1. Which crime is each person accused of?

A. Zoe stole a chocolate bar from a shop.

B. Harry took a film star's son and said she could only have him back if she paid a large sum
of money.

C. Ophelia shot her husband in teh heart.

D. Noah tried to take a large amount of cigarettes into his country without paying the due
tax.

E. Tom broke into someone's house and stole a TV and a computer.

F. Mike used a website to sell people holiday homes that didn't really exist.

2. Fill in the gaps in the newspaper article below with words you have learned in the

episode.

A man has been (A) arrested by police and (B) charged with burglary after a

house in teh city center was broken into last night. Experts have searched the (C) crime

scene and found several items which they have taken away to be used as

(D) evidence in court. the police believe the burglar may have had an

(E) accomplice , so they are calling for anyone who (F) witnessed the crime to

come forward and help them catch the second burglar.

crime scene accomplice witnessed charged evidence
arrested
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3. A preposition is missing in each of these sentences. Add it.

A. The judge sentenced the accused ten years in prison.

B. Many prisoners end up getting time for good behavior.

C. The police have charged the driver of the red sports car speeding.

D. The two girls are suspected taking sweets from the shop without paying.

E. Sam was found guilty today but the judge will decide his sentence tomorrow.

F. The jury passed a verdict of guilty the accused.

4. Rewrite each sentence using the word in brackets.

A. The judge gave the accused six months in prison as punishment. (sentenced)

B. The police think Bert is guilty but they cannot show this to be true. (proof)

C. In court the accused said he did not commit the crime. (pleaded)

D. The murder case is still being looked into by the police. (investigation)

E. Anyone suffering because of a crime can join this support group. (victim)

F. The detective thought the jealous lover killed the woman. (suspected)
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G. The bank robbers are currently being tried at a court in London. (trial)

H. Nathan is hoping to be let out of prison soon. (released)
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1. A. Zoe is accused of shoplifting.

B. Harry is accused of kidnapping.

C. Ophelia is accused of murder.

D. Noah is accused of smuggling.

E. Tom is accused of burglary.

F. Mike is accused of fraud.

2. A. arrested B. charged C. crime scene

D. evidence E. accomplice F. witnessed

3. A. The judge sentenced the accused to ten years in prison.

B. Many prisoners end up getting time off for good behavior.

C. The police have charged the driver of the red sports car with speeding.

D. The two girls are suspected of taking sweets from the shop without paying.

E. Sam was found guilty today but the judge will decide on his sentence tomorrow.

F. The jury passed a verdict of guilty on the accused.

4. A. The judge sentenced the accused to six months in prison as punishment.

B. The police think Bert is guilty but they have no proof.

C. In court the accused pleaded not guilty.

D. The murder case is still under investigation (by the police).

E. Any victim of crime can join this support group.

F. The detective suspected the jealous lover of killing the woman/ (that) the jealous lover

killed the woman.

G. The bank robbers are currently on trial (at a court) in London.

H. Nathan is hoping to be released from prison soon.
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